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PLANT SPOTLIGHTS OF THE MONTH 

 

Christmas Fern (Polystichum acrostichoides) &
Marginal Wood Fern (Dryopteris marginalis)

 

If you've been out for a walk or hike this winter and come across ferns still

beaming green, it's likely you've already met the Christmas Fern and the Marginal

Wood Fern. These evergreen ferns are both native to this region and perhaps

easier to identify in winter when the deciduous ferns have lost their green leaves.

Did you know that in cold weather, sugars stored in leaves of evergreen plants

serve as antifreeze to protect leaves and stop the formation of ice crystals? This

strategy can protect the plant down to -20 degrees Fahrenheit.  Plants are truly

amazing! 

 

 



 

 

EFTE's current seasonal services include:

Tree Service with a certi ed arborist, including pruning and

removal

Hardscape planning and installation

Home ecosystem consultation and design: now is the time to

think about how you can improve the beauty and

environmental bene ts of your garden or woodland 

Custom growing containers 



HOW DO FERNS REPRODUCE? 

Ferns are one of the oldest plants on Earth. They are unique from owering

plants in that they do not produce seeds, but rather spores. Spores are

dispersed by wind, and if they land somewhere favorable, a tiny gamete-

producing plant will develop and–with the help of moisture–completes a

fertilization process within itself or with a nearby plant and becomes a spore-

producing plant. This is considered a sexual method, but ferns also

reproduce asexually through creeping rhizomes. There are also some

"walking ferns" which produce bulblets that re-plant themselves.  

 

WHAT ROLES DO FERNS FILL IN THE ECOSYSTEM?  
There are more than 12,000 species of ferns around the world, so they

may play a variety of roles, such as:  

-providing habitats, shelter, or shade for small critters 

-providing food for certain critters (including humans) 

-covering bare earth and thus improving soil quality 

- ltering air and soil toxins and populating disturbed sites 

 



UPDATES FROM OUR APPLIED RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION BRANCH 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENT: SOIL HEALTH WORKSHOP 

 

'Tis the season to check out your soil and prepare for planting soon!  

We will be offering a workshop on soil health at the end of March. We will



provide in-depth and up-to-date information and practical demonstrations

regarding the complex life within soil,  testing and amending/remediating soil,

and practices you can do year-round to improve the health of soil you're working

with.  

 

Hold the date for March 28th and check next month's newsletter for

timing and location!  

 

 

If you're interested in the link between carbon, soil health, and climate change,

be sure to check out our new article  Dark Night of the Soil: Restoring the

Human-Humus Relationship.

Ostrich Ferns, image from  by Thomas S. Elias & Peter A. Dykeman

         Ferns are Food!         
 

Did you know that young fronds of some ferns are edible and quite

delicious? They're commonly called " ddleheads" for their curly shape

evoking the graceful form seen on ddles. Ostrich Fern is the most well-

known for this edible use, but young fronds of Cinnamon Fern, Bracken Fern,

and Lady Fern are also edible, though perhaps slightly less desirable.

Typically you can nd these coiled ddleheads at their prime harvesting time



in April or May.  Aim to collect when they are about 8 inches tall. Do not eat

if they are already unfurled.  Scrape off any brown scales, wash in cold water,

and cook by either steaming or boiling for about 10 minutes. 

Staghorn Fern: A Unique Indoor Fern Companion
 

I recently adopted a Staghorn Fern and am in love with the unique characteristics.

Did you know that, like many orchids, these stags are epiphytes, meaning that in

nature they grow attached to trees rather than in soil? My windows get indirect



sun, which seems to suit this plant well. I mist the green fonds as well as the basal

fronds and root area, since they absorb water through all of these areas. The basal

shield-like fronds are sterile and turn brown over time, but are very important for

protecting the roots and uptaking water and nutrients.  

It is common to mount these ferns to wood or in a hanging basket with extremely

well-draining medium to more closely mimic their tendencies in nature, so I'll be

playing around with some of those ideas in the near future! 

 

Eating for the Ecosystem is a woman-owned

business with predominately-female work

crews. In addition to our meticulous and eco-

friendly practices such as limiting our carbon

footprint and composting landscape debris, we

are also committed to helping clients learn more

about—and develop stronger relationships with—

the plants in our ecosystem.

Help us Grow
If you believe a friend or family member would like to learn about Eating for the

Ecosystem, please forward this newsletter.
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